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Abstract
The Poincare´ series of an irreducible plane curve singularity equals the
ζ-function of its monodromy, by a result of Campillo, Delgado and Gusein-
Zade. We derive this fact from a formula of Ebeling and Gusein-Zade
relating the Poincare´ series of a quasi-homogeneous complete intersection
singularity to the Saito dual of a product of ζ-functions.
Several cases are known where the ζ-function of the monodromy of an isolated
hypersurface singularity is related to the Poincare´ series of its coordinate ring.
The first instance of this phenomenon was observed by Campillo, Delgado and
Gusein-Zade [CDG]: for an irreducible plane curve singularity the ζ-function of
the monodromy equals its Poincare´ series. The proof is by comparing explicit for-
mulas. All attempts have failed at a more direct proof. But maybe this example
is misleading. The results of Ebeling and Gusein-Zade [Eb, EGZ] suggest a more
indirect connection. For quasi-homogeneous complete intersection singularities
they show that the Poincare´ series, corrected by an orbit invariant, is related to
the Saito dual of a product of ζ-functions. The precise formulation will be given
below.
The object of this note is to derive the original result of [CDG] from the
formula of [EGZ]. The question remains to give a direct proof of their formula
and to explain the meaning of the Saito dual. The key observation, stressed by
Teissier in [Zar], is that an irreducible plane curve singularity is a (in some sense
equisingular) deformation of a monomial curve with the same semigroup, which
is moreover a complete intersection. What is needed is a topological argument,
which connects the ζ-function of the plane curve singularity with the product of
ζ-functions occurring in the formula of [EGZ].
In the first section we give the definition of the monodromy ζ-function and
motivate our conventions by recalling the analogy with number theory. Then we
state the formula of Ebeling and Gusein-Zade. In the final section we derive the
main result.
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1 The zeta function of the monodromy
There is some confusion in the literature about the definition of the ζ-function
for singularities. We follow Milnor’s book [Mi2]. The definition is based on an
analogy with number theory. For a number field K the Dedekind ζ-function is
ζK(s) =
∏
p
1
1− 1
N (p)s
=
∑
a
1
N (a)s
,
where the product runs over all prime divisors p ofK and the sum over all integral
divisors, and N (a) is the norm of a. For curves over finite fields a ζ-function was
defined by Emil Artin in his thesis. In modified form (following F.K. Schmidt) it
is given by exactly the same formula, where K now stands for the function field
K/Fq, and N (p) is the number of elements in the residue field, so equals q
deg p.
A good reference is the second volume of Hasse’s collected papers, especially the
paper in Italian [Has].
Example. Let ζ0(s) be the ζ-function of P
1. The number N(n) of integral
divisors of degree n is the number of homogeneous polynomials of degree n with
coefficients in Fq modulo scalars, so equals
qn+1−1
q−1
. One finds
ζ0(s) =
∑ N(n)
qns
=
1
1− q
qs
1
1− 1
qs
=
1
(1− qT )(1− T )
,
where T = q−s.
Andre´ Weil generalised the function to schemes X of finite type over Fq, again
by the same product formula as a product over all closed points. He conjectured
that ζX(T ) is a rational function of T = q
−s (for more precise statements see
[Har, Appendix C]). This was known for curves. If one sets Nn = #X(Fqn) then
one can compute that
ζX(s) = exp
∞∑
n=1
Nn
n
T n .
The number Nn is also the the number of fixed points of the nth power of the
Frobenius morphism F . The Lefschetz fixed point formula in topology computes
the algebraic number Λ(h) of fixed points (and therefore #Fix(h) if all fixed
points are non-degenerate of index one) for a map h:X → X as alternating sum
of traces:
Λ(h) =
∑
(−1)iTr{h∗ | Hi(X,C)} .
An exercise in linear algebra gives
exp
∞∑
n=1
∑
(−1)iTr{hn∗ | Hi}
n
T n =
∏
det(Id− Th∗ | Hi)
(−1)i+1 .
2
Rationality of the ζ-function follows from the existence of an appropriate coho-
mology theory for varieties defined over fields of finite characteristic.
Milnor then used the same formula to define ζ-functions in topology [Mi1,
Mi2]. Let h:X → X be a homeomorphism of a compact Euclidean Neighbour-
hood Retract in Rn (see [Dol, p. 81]; for this type of spaces the Lefschetz-Hopf
fixed point theorem is proven in [Dol, VII.6]). Sometimes the Lefschetz number
Λ(h) can be computed as the Euler characteristic of the fixed point set of h. This
is the case for any isometry of a compact Riemannian manifold (cf. [Mi2, Lemma
9.5]). It is true whenever the fixed point set is a deformation retract of a h-
invariant compact neighbourhood. Let Λ(hk) be the Lefschetz number of the kth
iterate of h. Define numbers χj by the recurrence Λ(h
k) =
∑
j|k χj . The number
χj is the Euler characteristic of the set of points of primitive period j (to have
additivity of Euler characteristics also for non closed sets we use Borel-Moore
homology, see [Ful, Sect. 91.1]). Then one can express the ζ-function of h as
ζh(T ) =
∏
(1− T j)−χj/j .
We apply this to the monodromy of a function germ f :X → C, defined on
an equidimensional space. Consider a good representative f :X → D and let
F = f−1(t) be the (possibly singular) Milnor fibre. In this situation one has a
geometric monodromy and a ζ-function ζf(T ) of the monodromy. To compute the
ζ-function from the formula above one needs a nice model for the monodromy.
In the quasi-homogeneous case it can be derived from the C∗-action (cf. [Mi2,
Lemma 9.4]). For a good embedded resolution one has A’Campo’s construction
[A’C].
There is a fibre bundle of pairs (X, f−1(t)) over D\0 and a monodromy action
on the relative groups H∗(X,F ). The corresponding ζ-function ζ˜f(T ) is related
to the function ζf(T ) of the monodromy action on H∗(F ) by
ζ˜f(T ) = (1− T )
−1(ζf(T ))
−1 .
It is also the inverse of the ζ-function on reduced homology.
2 Zeta and Poincare´
The relation between Poincare´ series of quasi-homogeneous singularities and ζ-
functions has been described by Ebeling and Gusein-Zade [EGZ].
Let A = ⊕Ak be a graded ring with each Ak finite dimensional. Its Poincare´
series is PA(t) =
∑
(dimAk)T
k. For a general ring with a filtration the Poincare´
series is by definition the Poincare´ series of its associated graded ring. The
Poincare´ series of a singularity is the Poincare´ series of its local ring.
Let X be a weighted homogeneous complete intersection in Cn given by the
ideal (f1, . . . , fk) with deg fi = di and with wt zi = qi. SetX
(j) = V (f1, . . . , fj) for
3
j = 0, . . . , k (so X(0) = Cn and X(k) = X). Consider the function fj on the space
X(j−1) and let F (j) be its Milnor fibre: F (j) = f−1j (1) ∩ X
(j−1). As monodromy
transformation one can take (z1, . . . , zk) 7→ (e2q1pi/djz1, . . . , e2qnpi/djzn). The func-
tion ζ˜j(T ) is the ζ-function of the monodromy action on H
∗(X(j−1), F (j)). Let
Y = (X \ 0)/C∗ be the orbit space and let Ym be the set of orbits with isotropy
group Z/mZ. One defines the orbit invariant
OrX(T ) =
∏
m≥1
(1− Tm)χ(Ym) .
Following Kyoji Saito [S1, S2] one defines the Saito dual (of level d) of a
rational function h(T ) =
∏
l|d(1− T
l)αl to be
h∗d(T ) =
∏
m|d
(1− T d/m)−αm ,
where the notation emphasises the dependence on the level d.
We can now state the result of [EGZ]:
Theorem 1
PX(T ) OrX(T ) =
k∏
j=1
(ζ˜j)
∗dj (T ) .
3 Irreducible plane curve singularities
Let (C, 0) be an irreducible plane curve singularity. The t-adic valuation ν on
C{t}, the normalisation of OC, induces a filtration on OC . Let gr OC be the
associated graded algebra. Monique Lejeune-Jalabert (see Teissier’s Appendix in
[Zar]) showed that it is a graded algebra isomorphic to C[CΓ] = C[th: h ∈ Γ], the
ring of the monomial curve CΓ with the same semigroup Γ = 〈β0, . . . , βg〉 as C.
Proposition 2 The curve CΓ ⊂ Cg+1 is a complete intersection.
A proof can be found in Teissier’s paper. We describe the equations, us-
ing the structure of the semigroup Γ = 〈β0, . . . , βg〉. One sets e0 = β0 = n,
ei = gcd(ei−1, βi), ei−1 = niei. Then β0 = n1 · · ·ng, niβi < βi+1 and niβi ∈
〈β0, . . . , βi1〉, so niβi =
∑
lijβj. Write zi = t
βi. The curve CΓ has equations
fi = z
ni
i −
∏
z
lij
j .
According to Teissier [loc.cit.], the curve C occurs in the versal deformation of
CΓ (in the part with positive weights.) In fact, each ring containing a field is
a deformation of its associated graded w.r.t. any filtration. One gets also an
easy way to write down equations of a plane curve with the same semigroup by
taking the special deformation ϕi = fi + λizi+1 with λi a suitable power of a
deformation variable s. The equations ϕ1, . . . , ϕg−1 define a smooth space on
which the function fg gives a plane curve equisingular with the original C.
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Example. Let Γ = 〈4, 6, 13〉 and set (x, y, z) = (t4, t6, t13). Equations are y2 −
x3 = 0 and z2 − x5y = 0. We deform the first equation into y2 − x3 = sz. For
s 6= 0 we can eliminate z and find the plane curve (y2 − x3)2 − s2x5y = 0.
The result of Campillo, Delgado and Gusein-Zade [CDG] is:
Theorem 3 For an irreducible plane curve singularity the ζ-function of its mon-
odromy equals its Poincare´ series.
We shall derive it from the formula of Ebeling and Gusein-Zade [EGZ] (The-
orem 1). The Poincare´ series in question is the same as that of CΓ. The orbit
invariant reduces to OrCΓ(T ) = (1 − T ). To distinguish between the ζ-functions
occurring in the formula and monodromy ζ-functions of plane curve singularities
we will denote the latter by capital Z. Theorem 3 is equivalent to the following
statement:
Proposition 4 With the notations introduced above
(Z˜C(T ))
−1 =
g∏
j=1
(ζ˜j)
∗dj (T ) .
The proof will be by induction on g. Therefore we denote C by Cg, its Milnor
fibre by Fg and ζ-function by Zg(T ). Let Cj be the jth approximate curve to Cg
(with Milnor fibre Fj and ζ-function Zj(T )). It has j Puiseux pairs, which equal
the first j Puiseux pairs of Cg. The semigroup Γj of Cj has j + 1 generators. In
particular, Γg−1 = 〈β0/ng, . . . , βg−1/ng〉. We denote the corresponding monomial
curve of embedding dimension j + 1 by C(j). It has the same equations as the
space X(j), since the variables zj+1, . . . , zg do not occur in the first j equations.
Therefore X(j) = C(j) × Cg−j. The monodromy action on the second factor is
(zj+1, . . . , zg) 7→ (e2qj+1pi/djzj+1, . . . , e2qnpi/djzg). The contribution to the Euler
characteristic of the fixed point set, which comes from C(j) × (Cg−j \ 0), is zero.
For the ζ-function we can therefore forget about the factor. In particular, the
curves C(g) and C(g−1) give rise to the same ζ-functions ζ˜1, . . . , ζ˜g−1. But the
degrees of the equations are different: if the equation fj of C
(g) has degree dj,
then it has degree dj/ng considered as equation of C
(g−1). In the Ebeling–Gusein-
Zade formula (Theorem 1) the Saito dual is therefore taken at a different level.
One has
(ζ˜j)
∗dj (T ) = (ζ˜j)
∗dj/ng (T ng) .
This said, Proposition 4 follows by induction from the following two lemmas.
Lemma 5 (ζ˜g)
∗dg (T ) = (ζ˜g(T ))
−1 .
Lemma 6 Z˜g(T ) = ζ˜g(T ) · Z˜g−1(T ng) .
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Proof of Lemma 5. The space X(g−1) is homeomorphic to its normalisation,
which is smooth. In coordinates (τ, zg) on the normalisation the function fg is
given by z
ng
g − τβg ; it has degree dg = ngβg. One easily computes that
ζ˜g(T ) =
(1− T βg)(1− T ng)
(1− T dg)(1− T )
,
so ζ˜g and its inverse are dual of level dg = ngβg. 
Proof of Lemma 6. We consider the degeneration of Cg to the monomial curve
with deformation parameter s. We have a complete intersection in (Cg+1 ×C, 0)
defined by functions ϕ1(z, s), . . . , ϕg(z, s). Consider the function Φg = (ϕg, s)
on X (g−1) = V (ϕ1, . . . , ϕg−1). For fixed s 6= 0 it defines the curve Cg and for
s = 0 the monomial curve C(g). The Milnor fibre Fg is Φ
−1(t, s) (for t, s 6= 0),
while Φ−1(t, 0) (for t 6= 0) gives the singular Milnor fibre F (g) with ng singular
points of type C(g−1) (the transversal singularity of X(g−1)). The intersection of
a small ball around such a singular point with the Milnor fibre Fg (for small s)
is a Milnor fibre Fg−1 of the plane curve singularity Cg−1.
We are interested in the t-monodromy. For ζ˜g(T ) we have to consider the pair
(X(g−1), F (g)). The fibre F (g) is a retract of F (g) = Φ−1(t × Dδ), where Dδ is a
small disc around the origin. In the same way we construct a thickening X (g−1)
of X(g−1). Then H∗(X (g−1),F (g)) = H∗(X(g−1), F (g)). The Milnor fibre Fg is now
a subspace of F (g), so it makes sense to consider the long exact sequence of the
triple (X (g−1),F (g), Fg):
· · · → Hq(F
(g), Fg) −→ Hq(X
(g−1), Fg) −→ Hq(X
(g−1),F (g))→ · · ·
As X (g−1) is also contractible one has H∗(X (g−1), Fg) ∼= H∗(Xg, Fg), where Xg
is the the intersection of X (g−1) with the hyperplane {s = s0} for s0 the same
value used to define the Milnor fibre Fg, and the isomorphism is compatible with
the monodromy action. Outside small neighbourhoods of the singular points of
F (g) the thickened fibre F (g) is a trivial fibre bundle over Dδ so by deformation
retraction and excision H∗(F (g), Fg) ∼= ⊕
ng
i=1H
∗(Xg−1,i, Fg−1,i) where Xg−1,i is a
small Milnor ball around the ith singularity. The monodromy permutes the Mil-
nor balls, and the action after ng steps on H
∗(Xg−1,i, Fg−1,i) is the monodromy
of the curve singularity Cg−1. Therefore the ζ-function of the monodromy on
⊕
ng
i=1H∗(Xg−1,i, Fg−1,i) is Z˜g−1(T
ng). The lemma now follows from the exact se-
quence
· · · → ⊕
ng
i=1Hq(Xg−1,i, Fg−1,i) −→ Hq(Xg, Fg) −→ Hq(X
(g−1), F (g))→ · · ·

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